
REVELATION 16 THE SIXTH BOWL JUDGEMENT 
 

This Revelation Timeline Decoded Bible study focuses on the drying up of the 

Euphrates River in the 6th bowl of Revelation 16 

This Revelation Timeline Decoded Bible study focuses on the drying up of the Euphrates 

River in the 6th bowl of Revelation 16. 

Summary: The 6th Bowl was poured out to dry up the Ottoman Empire, the people 

(river) of the Euphrates who had been released during the 6th Trumpet of Revelation 9. 

During the 18th and 19th centuries, they lost control of the territories that they had 

occupied. They lost control of Palestine to General Allenby of Great Britain in 1917 A.D. 

And were only left with the country of Turkey. This led to the creation of the Zionist 

state of Israel, by Khazar Jews who came from Eastern Europe. 

Revelation 16:12-16, Then the sixth angel poured out his bowl on the great river 

Euphrates, and its water was dried up, so that the way of the kings from the east might 

be prepared.  

 

The meaning of the sixth vial is determined by that of the sixth trumpet.  Under the 

“woe” of the sixth trumpet, a destroying army, vast in numbers, issued from the River 

Euphrates as a judgment on idolatrous Christendom. 

With one consent historical interpreters have recognized the fulfillment of 

this “woe,” in the overthrow of the Eastern Roman Empire by the Turks, 

whose myriads of horsemen came from the banks of the Euphrates. 

http://revelationtimelinedecoded.com/
https://youtu.be/auK95sXsf7M


 

The sixth trumpet of Revelation 9 represents the Turks, who became the great Ottoman 

Empire, being released from the Euphrates River to go attack the Eastern Roman 

Empire. The Ottoman Empire conquered a vast amount of territory. 

Hence the drying-up of the Euphrates which takes place under the sixth 

vial, has long been interpreted to mean a wasting away, or notable 

diminution of Turkish power; involving the decline of its population, and 

the loss of its territories. 

 

The initial date of the modern drying up, or exhaustion of the Turkish Empire, was that 

of the Greek insurrection in 1821. 

A formidable insurrection against the Turkish power began in Greece, which quickly 

spread to Wallachia, Moldavia, and the Aegean isles. 

In 1826 Turkey was obliged to surrender to Russia all its fortresses in Asia. 

Before a fresh army matured, Russia again 

attacked the Turkish Empire, and backed up by 

England and France, secured the independence 

of Greece, after the great naval battle of 

Navarino, in which the Ottoman fleet was totally 

destroyed. 

The large Turkish province of Algeria in North 

Africa was lost to the Sublime Porte and became 

a French colony in the following year. 

In 1832 Turkey was brought to the verge of 

dissolution in consequence of the successful 

rebellion of the powerful pasha of Egypt, 

Mehemet Ali. 

Before a fresh army matured, Russia again attacked the Turkish Empire, and backed up 

by England and France, secured the independence of Greece, after the great naval battle 

of Navarino, in which the Ottoman fleet was totally destroyed. 

The large Turkish province of Algeria in North Africa was lost to the Sublime Porte, and 

became a French colony in the following year. 

In 1832 Turkey was brought to the verge of dissolution in consequence of the successful 

rebellion of the powerful pasha of Egypt, Mehemet Ali. 

He attacked and conquered Syria, and defeated the Turkish armies in 

three great battles, and he would have taken Constantinople had not the 

western nations intervened. 

  



The Ottoman Empire lost control of Palestine to General Allenby of Great Britain in 1917. 

The Battle of Jerusalem occurred during the British Empire’s “Jerusalem 

Operations” against the Ottoman Empire, when fighting for the city 

developed from 17 November, continuing after the surrender until 30 

December 1917, to secure the final objective of the Southern Palestine 

Offensive during the Sinai and Palestine Campaign of World War I. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Jerusalem 

 

All that the Ottoman Empire was left with was the country of Turkey. 

On November 1, 1922, the newly founded parliament formally abolished 

the Sultanate, thus ending 623 years of Ottoman rule.  The Treaty of 

Lausanne of July 24, 1923, led to the international recognition of the 

sovereignty of the newly formed “Republic of Turkey” as the successor 

state of the Ottoman Empire. 

 

People point to Russia and China as being the kings of the East, but they were 

already established before the Ottoman Empire was dried up. 

It makes sense to look for something that happened as a result of the 

Ottoman Empire being drying up, in the territory that they lost control of; 

in a place that is going to play a significant role in the fulfillment of the 

6th and 7th bowls. 

 

The Middle East certainly fits that description. 

The Turks lost control of the Middle East, which paved the way for the 

formation of these kingdoms. 

In 1932, Saudi Arabia, officially known as the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, 

was founded. 

The Kingdom of Iraq was founded on 23 August 1921 under British 

administration following the defeat of the Ottoman Empire in the 

Mesopotamian campaign of WWI. 

The Proclamation of Arab Kingdom of Syria took place on March 1920. 

After the post–World War I division of West Asia by Britain and France, 

the Emirate of Transjordan was officially recognized by the Council of the 

League of Nations in 1922. In 1946, Jordan became an independent 

sovereign state officially known as the Hashemite Kingdom of 

Transjordan. After capturing the West Bank during the 1948 Arab–Israeli 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Jerusalem


War, Abdullah I took the title King of Jordan. The name of the state was 

changed to The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan on 1 December 1948 

The Anglo-Ottoman Convention of 1913 (29 July 1913) was an agreement 

between the Ottoman Porte and the British Government defining the limits 

of Ottoman jurisdiction in the area of the Persian Gulf with respect to 

Kuwait, Qatar, Bahrain (officially the Kingdom of Bahrain), and the Shatt 

al-‘Arab. 

 

Though the kingdoms of Saudi Arabia, Syria, Iraq and Jordan; were created after the 

Ottoman Empire lost control of the Middle East, I don’t believe that they are the ‘kings of 

the east’, which John is referring to. 

That said, they may be involved in WW III between Muslim countries and 

Israel; and we can see the stage being set for that in Syria right now, as 

Israel is attacking southern positions in Syria. 

 

So, who are the ‘kings of the east’? 

For some three centuries (650-965) the Khazars dominated the vast area 

extending from the Volga-Don steppes to the eastern Crimea and the 

northern Caucasus. 

 

Khazaria developed a Dual kingship governance structure, typical among Turkic nomads. 

According to Arabic sources, the lesser king was called ‘isa’ and the greater king Khazar 

‘Qagan’: the former managed and commanded the military, while the greater king’s role 

was primarily sacral, less concerned with daily affairs. 

 

The Khazars were Turks, who were generally described by Arab sources as having a 

white complexion, blue eyes, and reddish hair. 

They may descend from Esau.  Esau was red and hairy. From a physical 

anthropological point of view the most hairy people in the world are the 

Turks. The early Turks were also described by others as red-haired. 

 

They were warriors who worshiped many false gods, making them ripe for invasion as 

they were surrounded by Orthodox Christians and Islamic Muslims. 

The ruling elite of the Khazars, including the King, was said by Judah 

Halevi and Abraham ibn Daud to have converted to Rabbinic Judaism in the 8th century. 

(w) 



Khazar royalty and nobility appear to have converted to Judaism, in part, it is argued, 

perhaps to deflect competing pressures from Arabs and Byzantines to accept either 

Islam or Orthodoxy. 

Some archeological evidence from Celarevo suggests the 

Qabars practiced Judaism, since warrior graves with Jewish 

symbols were found there; including menorahs, shofars, 

etrogs, lulavs, candlesnuffers, ash collectors, and inscriptions in 

Hebrew. (w) 

The Khazar so-called “Moses coin” was found in the Spillings 

Hoard and dated c. 800.  It is inscribed with “Moses is the 

messenger of God” instead of the usual Muslim test 

“Muhammad is the messenger of God.” 

In Exposito in Matthaeum Evangelistam, Gazari, presumably Khazars, are referred to as 

the Hunnic people living in the lands of Gog and Magog and said to be circumcised and 

observing all the laws of Judaism. 

Talmudic Rabbi’s were brought in to teach the people Jewish traditions. 

After a few hundred years, the people were fully converted to their beliefs. 

They were steeped in Judaism rituals, and became “self-styled” Jews with 

their clothing, beards, long hair on the side, etc… 

 

Between 965 and 969, the Keivan Rus ruler Sciatoslav I of Kiev conquered the capital 

Atil and destroyed the Khazar state. 

Several scholars have suggested that the Khazars did not disappear after 

the dissolution of their Empire, but migrated west to eventually form part 

of the core of the later Ashkenazi Jewish population of Europe. (w) 

 

The Khazarian Empire was a war-like people, who used to be hired out by other 

countries for battles, so they were already very domineering. 

The Jewish Babylonian Talmud told them they could rule the world and 

have all of the wealth, so they embraced the global domination view of 

the Talmud. 

 

The Khazar Jews settled in Russia (they pretended to be Christian to hide there), 

Hungary, Poland, Germany, and elsewhere in Eastern Europe. 

Turkic-speaking Crimean Karaites (known in the Crimean Tatar language 

as Qaraylar), some of whom migrated in 19th century from Crimea to 

Poland and Lithuania have claimed Khazar origins. (w) 



 

In the time of the Egyptian vizier Al-Afdal Shahanshah (d. 1121), one Solomon ben Duji, 

often identified as a Khazarian Jew, attempted to advocate for a messianic effort for the 

liberation of, and return of all Jews to, Palestine.  He wrote to many Jewish communities 

to enlist support.  (w) 

Their symbol is two overlapping triangles known 

as the Morgan David or Star of David; not the 

David of the Bible or Qu’ran, but of David Al-roy a 

12th century false prophet. 

Before he became known as David Al-roy his 

name was Menahem born in Khazaria (Caucasus Mountains). His father, Solomon Ben 

Duji began this movement by sending letters to the “jews” stating that Palestine was 

their birthright, he later took the name Elijah and said his son was the Messiah. 

In 1527 the Jews of Prague began to use the Star of David (David Al-roy). It was later 

used by Freemason/Zionist Theodor Herzl in 1898 at the start of the modern Zionist 

Movement. 

The history of the Jewish Ashkenazi people is one of domination. 

They infiltrated government and financial institutions to take control, through unethical 

actions, causing countries to pass laws to kick them out. 

Here is a partial list of all the countries (and corresponding years) from which the 

Ashkenazi Jews have been legally banished from, over the last thousand years: 

France(1182, 1306, 1322, 1394);  Upper Bavaria(1276, 

1442);  England(1276);   Saxony(1349);  Hungary(1360, 

1582);  Belgium(1370);  Slovakia(1380); 

Austria(1420);   Cologne(1424);  Augsburg(1438);  Netherlands(1444);  

Brandenburg(1446, 1510);  Warsaw(1483);  Spain(1492);  Italy(1492, 

1540);  Lithuania(1495);  Portugal(1496);  Naples(1496, 1533, 

1541);  Prussia(1510); Bavaria(1551);  Prague(1541, 

1557);  Hamburg(1649);  Vienna(1669);  Slovakia(1744);  Bohemia(1774

); Moscow(1891). 

 

Then due to persecution in Germany and other countries, they were pressed into 

migrating to Palestine, which became the modern state of Israel. 

Not to diminish the tragedy of so many people dying in Germany, but 

since the Ashkenazi Jews aren’t the descendants of Abraham, a homeland 

should have been created for them in their old land of Khazaria, not in 

Palestine. 

But their persecution was part of the Jesuit’s plan, to give justification for 

the creation of the Zionist state of Israel. 

http://www.hope-of-israel.org/starofDavid.html
http://www.hope-of-israel.org/starofDavid.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zionism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zionism


 

Many also fled to the United States.  Today, there’s an estimated 7 million Ashkenazi 

Jews in the United States, 6 million in Israel, and 4 million worldwide. 

And the U.S. has been a huge supporter of Zionist Israel; acknowledging 

its statehood, supplying it with military and nuclear secrets, and giving it 

many billions of dollars to fund their military. 

 

Enter The Rothschild family 

Many people blame the Jews for controlling the money and trying to take control of the 

world. 

The irony is that it is fake Jews, Ashkenazi Jews, who are Jews by religion, 

but are not the descendants of Abraham; who control the money and the 

world. 

 

It would appear that the Rothschilds are Ashkenazi Jews who descended from the 

Khazars who are actually Turks. (DC) 

The Rothschild family serves the god of mammon, Satan; and it’s claimed that the 

Rothschilds reportedly even set a place at their dinner table for Satan. 

In case you think this does not matter, they are the Vatican treasurer’s, who are said to 

have accumulated hundreds of trillions of dollars, and own 85 % of the worlds gold. 

In 1743, Mayer Amschel Bauer, an Ashkenazi Jew, was born in Frankfurt, Germany, the 

son of Moses Amschel Bauer, a money lender and the proprietor of a counting house. 

(DC) 

Moses Amschel Bauer placed a red sign above the entrance door 

to his counting house. 

This sign was a red hexagram (which geometrically and 

numerically translates into the number 666). Using this Satanic 

hexagram star, he proclaimed himself as a Khazar Kabbalist. 

(DC) 

Following his father’s death, Bauer returned to Frankfurt to take 

over his father’s business. 

Bauer recognized the significance of the red hexagram and 

changed his name from Bauer to Rothschild, after the red hexagram hanging over the 

entrance door (“Rot,” is German for, “Red,” “Schild,” is German for, “Sign”). (DC) 

You will soon see that the reason that the Zionist state of Israel has a hexagram on its 

flag, and not a menorah, is because Lord Rothschild put it there, as he help found the 

nation. 



The truth is that King David never used a star, so calling it the ‘Star of David‘ is a nice 

sounding name to cover what it really represents. 

Satan hides the true meaning of his symbols behind counterfeit 

explanations. 

 

The supposed Star of David is the star of their god Remphan, which ultimately is Satan, 

to which they offered child sacrifices. Acts 7:43 

To gain power and wealth in the economy of Satan, you have to make 

bloody sacrifices until him; and no doubt that is what the Rothschild’s do. 

 

This page just touches the surface of their stealing, killing and destroying; which has 

been done by the hands of the Rothschild’s and their influence. 

Many books, website articles and YouTube videos, show how the Rothschild family 

accumulated massive wealth, and controlled countries by controlling their money supply. 

For example, the Federal Reserve Bank is not Federal, it’s owned by 

private bankers, with Rothschild as the primary shareholder.  And there is 

no reserve.  They print money out of thin air, and then charge American’s 

on every dollar they print.  There is no gold backing up it, so they can 

print excessive amounts of dollars, which reduces the value of each one; 

which in effect steals the wealth of Americans. 

 

Rothschild’s Influence On Zionist Israel 

Revelation 16:12 says, “And the sixth angel poured out his vial upon the great river 

Euphrates; and the water thereof was dried up, that the way of the kings of the east 

might be prepared.” 

The Ottoman Empire was dried up, and they lost control of the Middle East, which led to 

the creation of the Zionist state of Israel, which is occupied by Ashkenazi Jews, Khazar 

Jews, the kings of the east. 

And who prepared the way for Zionist Israel to be created?  The Rothschild’s. 

The Jesuit-controlled, Ashkenazi Jew Rothschild family bought a great deal of property 

from the Turks and Arabs, to create early Jewish settlements in Palestine. 

It was Joseph Feinberg, the leader of the pioneers in Rishon-Le-Zion, the first of the 

Jewish colonies in Palestine, who obtained 50,000 francs from Baron Rothschild to 

enable the settlers to overcome their difficulties.  JTA 

The early settlers belonging to the Russian Bilu Society received generous 

financial and moral help from the Baron in the establishment of the 

http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/bilu-2


important colonies of Petach Tikvah, Zichron Jacob, Hederah, Rosh Pinah, 

Yesod Ha’ Ma’aleh, and most of the older Jewish colonies in Palestine. 

Over thirty of these colonies were founded with his aid between 1880 and 

1895 JTA 

 

WW II took place from 1939-45, but Khazar Jews were already migrating to 

Palestine 

The Jewish population in 1922 was 84k. It had grown to 175k by 1931. 

It exploded up to 474k by 1941.  And in 1946, there were 608k Jews in Israel. 

1898 – First Zionist Congress called for the establishment of a home for the 

Jewish people in Palestine secured under public law; well before persecution of 

Jews and WW II 

The administration of the colonies was carried on through the Jewish Colonisation 

Association (Ica), but it was entirely financed by the Baron. Finally, the Palestine Jewish 

Colonisation Association (Pica) was created in 1924, under the Presidency of Mr. James 

de Rothschild, M.P., the Baron’s eldest son, in order to administer the Palestine colonies. 

JTA 

The important Palestine wine industry, with the great wine-cellars in 

Rishon-le-Zion and Zichron Jacob, owes its development to Baron Edmond 

de Rothschild, and among the other enterprises which he has been 

instrumental in establishing are the big flour mills in Haifa and the silk 

factory at Rosh Pinah. JTA 

 

When the extended Jewish Agency was formed in August 1929, Baron Edmond de 

Rothschild was elected Honorary President, and in that capacity he has shown great 

interest in the continued upbuilding work which is being carried on in Palestine. JTA 

In Palestine, the Baron was interested also in the archeological wealth of the country, 

and he financed the first expedition to carry on excavation work on Mount Ophel, the 

site of the City of David. JTA 

The Baron played an important part also in the negotiations which 

resulted in the issue of the Balfour Declaration. JTA 

  



Here’s the letter from Arthur James Balfour to Lord Rothschild, which promised the land 

to him. 

 

  



Here’s a video of Lord Rothschild being interviewed about the Balfour Declaration.  At 

1:30 he says that “the reason the letter was written to him is because it was primarily 

a movement from Eastern Europe (by Ashkenazi Jews). But they didn’t clarify who 

was in charge of that movement.” 

 

The letter certainly clarifies who is in charge of the Zionist movement, Lord Rothschild. 

You might think that if he’s Jewish, that it’s normal for him to help the 

Zionist state of Israel to be created; but he is a servant of Satan, whose 

desires he is carrying out. They needed control of Jerusalem for their One 

World Government headquarters. 

 

Here’s a photo of Israel Prime Minster Benjamin Netanyahu with British Prime Minister 

Theresa May, and Lords Balfour 

and Rothschild, viewing the 

original Balfour Declaration 

during the 100th anniversary 

event.  

The Baron’s eldest son and 

heir, Mr. James de Rothschild 

M.P., maintains his father’s 

interest in the Palestine work, 

and he constantly takes an 

important part in Palestine 

developments. As President of the 

Palestine Jewish Colonisation 

https://youtu.be/Kj5eypBex-U


Association (Pica) and in his capacity as a member of the British Parliament, he has 

repeatedly given practical demonstration of his Palestine interest. JTA 

The Rothschild’s influence is all over Israel. 

Rothschild Boulevard was one of the first streets to be built in the city of Tel 

Aviv, Israel, a little over 100 years ago. 

It is one of the principal streets in the center of Tel Aviv. It is one of the most expensive 

streets in the city, being one of the city’s main tourist attractions. 

Independence Hall, where Israel’s Declaration of Independence was 

signed in 1948, is located on Rothschild Boulevard. 

 

The Rothschild Hotel was designed in tribute to the Zionist vision and activities of Baron 

Edmond de Rothschild, a visionary who made a tremendous contribution in laying the 

foundations for the State of Israel. 

Hebrew University was founded on July 24, 1918; thirty years before the 

creation of the state of Israel. 

Chaim Azriel Weizmann was a Zionist leader and Israeli statesman who served as 

President of the Zionist Organization and later as the first President of Israel. He 

founded the Weizmann Institute of Science in Rehovot, Israel and was instrumental in 

the establishment of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. 

Weizmann was born in the village of Motal, located in what is now Belarus 

and at that time part of the Russian Empire. 

 

Do you see how many Ashkenazi Russian Jews helped created the Zionist state of Israel? 

The Israeli Supreme Court building was funded and designed by the Rothschild 

family, and it features many Satanic, Illuminati symbols. 

The building was donated to Israel by 

Dorothy de Rothschild. Outside the 

President’s Chamber is displayed the letter 

Ms Rothschild wrote to Prime Minister 

Shimon Peres expressing her intention to 

donate a new building for the Supreme 

Court. 

Here is the painting that is at the entrance 

of the Supreme Court, showing the 

Rothschilds with Shimon Perez and Isaac 

Rabin. 

 

https://www.touristisrael.com/rothschild-boulevard-tel-aviv/5275/
https://www.the-rothschild-hotel.com/


The Rothschild influence in the Israeli Supreme Court. 

 

The most prominent symbol is the green pyramid with the all seeing eye on it, which 

represents Satan, the god of this earth. 

There is also many Illuminati symbols in the building, and an obelisk, 

which represents Sun worship, which ultimately is Satan worship. 

 

We can clearly see that the Ashkenazi Jewish leaders in Israel are worshiping the false 

gods of Satan, not the true Elohim of Scripture. 

 

  

https://youtu.be/0qGstcJocPs


The main building of the Israeli Knesset was financed by James de Rothschild as a gift to 

the State of Israel in his will and was completed in 1966. 

The Jews Of Zionist Israel Are Khazars 

Here’s the list of Jewish witnesses that testify about the Ashkenazi people: 

DNA research science from Dr. Eran Elhaik (a Jew) and associates at the 

McKusick-Nathans Institute of Genetic Medicine, Johns Hopkins University 

School of Medicine, have confirmed that, “97% of the 17 million of the 

world’s Jews ARE NOT descendants of Abraham.” 

 

Dr. Dan Graur, a world-famous Jewish geneticist who served on the faculty of Tel Aviv 

University for 22 years and is now at the University of Houston, smiles at the distress of 

the Zionists. Dr. Elhaik’s research is, he said, “very honest.” Graur is the recipient of the 

prestigious Humboldt Award, given to the world’s top biological scientist. 

In 2001, genetics research by Dr. Ariella Oppenheim of Hebrew University 

in Tel Aviv, produced basically the same results as Dr. Elhaik. 

Oppenheim’s study also found that the Jews origins are in Khazaria, and 

that they are of Turkic bloodline. She also reported that some Palestinians 

have the chromosome in their blood indicating they are Cohanim and 

Israelite. 

In 1867, the great Jewish scholar Abraham Harkavy, in “The Jews and 

Languages of the Slavs,” said that the Jewish Yiddish language came from 

the Khazars, not the Hebrews. 

The 1905 Jewish Encyclopedia Vol. XI p 533, stated that ‘probably 95% of 

the persons included in these estimates of Jewish populations are 

Ashkenazim‘. 

The Encyclopedia Judaica (1972) records, “Khazars, a national group of 

general Turkic type, indendendent and sovereign in Eastern Europe 

between the seventh and tenth centuries C.E. During part of this time the 

leading Khazaras professed Judaism… In spite of the negligible information 

of an archaeologica nature, the presence of Jewish groups and the impact 

of Jewish ideas in Eastern Europe are considerable during the Middle Ages. 

Groups have been mentioned as migrating to Central Europe from the 

East often have been referred to as Khazars, thus making it impossible to 

overlook the possibility that they originated from with the former Khazar 

Empire.” 

The 1973 Jewish Encyclopedia documents that approximately 90% of the 

world’s so-called Jews are Khazar. 

A. N. Poliak, Professor of Medieval Jewish History at Tel Aviv University, 

says that the majority of Eastern European Jews are Khazar and Japhetic 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knesset


in origin, not Semitic.  Immigration statistics indicate approximately 90% 

of the world’s so-called or self-styled ‘Jews’ living in 42 countries of the 

world are emigrants of Eastern European Khazar Jews. 

In 1976, a prominent Jew named Arthur Koestler published a book called 

“The Thirteenth Tribe: The Kazar Empire and Its Heritage.” He wrote: “The 

large majority of Jews after World War II in the world, were of Eastern 

origin-and thus perhaps mainly of Khazar origin. If so, this would mean 

that their ancestors came not from the Jordan, but from the Volga; not 

from the Canaan but from the Caucausus, once believed to be the cradle 

of the Aryan race. Genetically, they are more closely related to the Hun, 

Uigur and Magyar tribes than to the seed of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.” 

In 2007, University of Tel Aviv history teacher, Schlomo Sand, verified 

their Turkish-Mongol heritage in his book called “Invention of the Jewish 

People.”  He says that the “Jews are not a race and have no Israelite 

connection.” 

 

So how can there be millions of people called Jews in a state called Israel? 

Let’s start with the understanding that a person can convert to the religion 

of Judaism, or are descendants of people who did; and call themselves a 

‘Jew’, even though they’re not an actual descendants of Abraham. 

 

The Thirteenth Tribe 

In 1976, a prominent Jew named Arthur Koestler published a book called 

“The Thirteenth Tribe: The Kazar Empire and Its Heritage,” which was a 

bombshell.  Though it was written to be a refutation of Hitler and the 

Nazis, it had incredible unintended consequences. 

 

He wrote: “The large majority of Jews after World War II in the world, were of Eastern 

origin-and thus perhaps mainly of Khazar origin. If so, this would mean that their 

ancestors came not from the Jordan, but from the Volga; not from the Canaan but from 

the Caucausus, once believed to be the cradle of the Aryan race. 

Genetically, they are more closely related to the Hun, Uigur and Magyar tribes than to 

the seed of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. Should this turn out to be the case, then the 

term anti-Semitic would be VOID OF MEANING, based on a MISAPPREHENSION shared 

by both killers and victims. The story of the Khazar Empire, as it slowly emerges from 

the past, begins to look like the most cruel HOAX which history has ever perpetrated.” 



In 1999, Kevin Brooks wrote the book, “The Jews of Khazaria”, which 

provides historical information on the Khazarian culture and their 

conversion to Judaism. 

In 2007, University of Tel Aviv history teacher, Schlomo Sand, verified 

their Turkish-Mongol heritage in his book called “Invention of the Jewish 

People.” 

He says that the “Jews are not a race and have no Israelite connection.” 

DNA research confirms that 97% of “Jews” are NOT descendants of Abraham. 

In 2001, Dr. Ariella Oppenheim, a biologist at Hebrew University, published the first 

extensive study of DNA and the origin of the Jews. Her research found that virtually all 

the Jews came from Khazar blood. 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1274378/ 

She also confirmed that the Palestinians — the very people whom the Jews have been 

persecuting since 1948 — had more Israelite blood than did the Jews. 

Dr. Eran Elhaik and associates at the McKusick-Nathans Institute of Genetic Medicine, 

Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, proved through DNA science today’s Jews 

are not related to Abraham, but they descended from the Khazars. 

Entitled, “The Missing Link of Jewish European Ancestry: Contrasting the Rhineland and 

the Khazarian Hypotheses”, and published by the Oxford Journal on behalf of the Society 

for Molecular Biology and Evolution, the study confirms Oppenheim’s research and the 

many scholarly books. 

What exactly is the “Khazarian Hypothesis?” Simply stated, it holds that the Jewry 

genome is a mosaic of ancestries which rise primarily out of the Khazars. 

With that in mind, you will be shocked to learn that the newest DNA research science 

from Dr. Eran Elhaik and associates at the McKusick-Nathans Institute of Genetic 

Medicine, Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, have confirmed that: 

97% of the 17 million of the world’s Jews ARE NOT descendants of Abraham. 

The various groups of Jews in the world today DO NOT share a common 

genetic origin, and their genome is largely Khazar. 

In fact, DNA research shows that the Palestinians actually have more 

Israelite blood than do the Khazar ‘Jews!’ 

 

Today they’re called Ashkenazi Jews, but they are a Jew by religion, not by blood. Most 

of them have Turkish-Mongol DNA. 

Revelation 3:9 was written to the church era of Philadelphia, which existed in 

the 18th-20th century, and it speaks of people who proclaim to be Jews, but 

are not. 



“Behold, I will make them of the synagogue of Satan, which say they are 

Jews, and are not, but do lie; behold, I will make them to come and 

worship before thy feet, and to know that I have loved thee.” 

 

Rabbinical Torah Jews believe that the Zionist state of Israel is illegitimate in the eyes of 

God and that it DOES NOT represent Jews or Judaism. 

Torah Jews study God’s Torah only, not the Satanic Egyptian Kaballah or the Babylonian 

Talmud, that the Ashkenazi Jewish leader study and revere. 

They believe that the Ashkenazi Jews have illegitimately seized the name 

“Israel” and have no right to speak in the name of the Jewish people! 

They believe that contemporary sovereignty over the Holy Land belongs to those who 

have lived there for centuries, the Palestinians. They desire to live in peace and harmony 

with their Muslim Brethren, as their ancestors did. 

You can read more about them at these websites: 

• True Torah Jews 

• Jews United Against Zionism 

The leaders of Zionist Israel are Khazar Jews. 

The majority of Israeli Prime Ministers changed their last names to appear more 

Jewish/Hebrews. 

David Ben-Gurion, the 1st Prime Minister of Israel was born David 

Grun.  He was born in Congress Poland 

Moshe Sharett, 2nd PM, was born Moshe Shertok. He was born in Russia. 

Levi Eshkol, the 3rd PM,  was born Levi Shkilnik.  He was born in Russia. 

Golda Meir, the 4th PM, was born Golda Mabovitch. She was born in Keiv, 

Russia. 

Yathak Rabin, the 5th PM, had the family name Rubitzov.  He had 

Ukrainian parents. 

Menachem Begin, the 6th PM, was born to Zeev Doc in Russia.  He went to 

a Polish government school, and then studied law at the Univ of 

Warsaw.  He was the leader of the Irgun gang, which blew up the King 

David Hotel in Jerusalem. 

Yithak Shamir, the 7th PM, was born Titzhak Yezernitsky.  He was born in 

Russia. 

Shimon Peres, the 8th PM, was born Szymon Perski.  He was born in 

Wiszniew, Poland. 

http://www.truetorahjews.org/our_mission
http://www.nkusa.org/aboutus/whatzionism.cfm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Prime_Ministers_of_Israel


Ehud Barak, the 10th PM,  was born Ehud Brog. He was born in Palestine. 

His mother was born in Russia. 

Arial Sharon, the11th PM,  was born Ariel Scheinermann. His parents were 

born in Russia. 

The father of Benjamin Netanyahu was born with the last name 

Mileikowsky.  His father was born in Warsaw, Poland. 

 

It would appear that all of these leaders descended from Khazar Jews, who had lived in 

Poland and Russia. 

Why are the kings of the East important? 

The creation of the state of Israel reinforces the enemy’s false prophecy fulfillment 

explanations, about a futuristic one-man antichrist; which deflects blame away from 

the antichrist Pope and false prophet Jesuit General. 

The Jesuits use the Ashkenazi Jews and Zionist Israel to deflect blame 

away from them; as many people point to the Jews as the enemy who is 

trying to take control of the world. 

 

Zionist Israel will be involved in WW III, which will help usher in their New World Order. 

The government of the New World Order will be based in Jerusalem, so 

the false prophet Jesuit General and antichrist Pope had to control Israel, 

to prepare it for their agenda. 

 

This all leads to the battle of the battle of that great day of God Almighty; which will pit 

the false prophet Jesuit General and antichrist Pope in their fake Israel, against Messiah 

and His saints, who are the true Israel of Scripture. 

We should pray for Jews, and people of all religions, to come into a covenant 

relationship with the Father through the Son; but believers should not support 

the Zionist state of Israel. 

David Nikao Wilcoxson 

Sources: 

The Hidden History of the Incredibly Evil Khazarian Mafia – Secret History of 

Khazarian Mafia and its evil plan to hijack the whole world now revealed for first time. 

(w) Wikipedia Notes https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Khazars#Ruling_elite 

http://revelationtimelinedecoded.com/the-antichrist-sea-beast-of-revelation-13-is-the-popes-of-the-roman-catholic-church/
http://revelationtimelinedecoded.com/the-earth-beast-of-revelation-13-jesuit-generals-of-rome/
http://revelationtimelinedecoded.com/the-zionist-state-of-israel-in-revelation/
https://www.veteranstoday.com/2015/03/08/the-hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Khazars#Ruling_elite


(DC) Rothschild – The Divide and Conquer of the 

Khazars https://politicalvelcraft.org/2012/08/11/rothschild-the-divide-and-conquer-of-

the-khazars-bosnia-herzegovina/ 

JTA https://www.jta.org/1931/08/20/archive/baron-edmond-de-rothschild-86 
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The People’s New Testament Commentary – Revelation 16 

History Unveiling Prophecy by Henry Grattan Guinness 

The Present Reign of Jesus Christ by Robert Caringola. p 222-223 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decline_and_modernization_of_the_Ottoman_Empire 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Turkey 

How Zionism helped create the kingdom of Saudi 

Arabia  http://mondoweiss.net/2016/01/zionism-kingdom-arabia/ 

Next Revelation Timeline Decoded Bible Study: Revelation 16 – Three Unclean 

Spirits 

Here’s an image to share with others on Facebook and other social media sites, to help 

them understand the fulfillment of the 6th Bowl of Revelation: 

 

 

 

 

 

https://politicalvelcraft.org/2012/08/11/rothschild-the-divide-and-conquer-of-the-khazars-bosnia-herzegovina/
https://politicalvelcraft.org/2012/08/11/rothschild-the-divide-and-conquer-of-the-khazars-bosnia-herzegovina/
https://youtu.be/WmQnMCxcO1k
http://revelationtimelinedecoded.com/the-three-unclean-spirits-of-the-sixth-bowl-of-revelation-16/
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